
Lifeology is an open access,
mobile-first platform that
makes science content fun,
beautiful and ultra-accessible
through scientist-reviewed
mini courses.

Most scientists say that recruiting diverse participants
in clinical trials is difficult. But necessary.

Lifeology for 
Clinical Trial Recruitment

As a researcher, you recognize the challenges in recruiting diverse
populations to participate in your study. But these participants are
needed for a more complete, relevant and impactful conclusion -
or to complete the study at all. Scientists who use more visual,
digestible and tailored materials created for their intended
audience in their promotion and recruitment efforts achieve their
ideal numbers faster.

Each Lifeology course consists of digital flashcards (20-50 cards per course)

that feature bite-sized text and custom art that reflects the language and

imagery of the community you want to reach. Users swipe and interact

with cards with the touch of a finger. You get insights on learning and other

outcomes.



Lifeology teams your
scientists up with storytellers
and artists who help
translate clinical trial
concepts into accessible,
visual and narrative content
without putting any extra
burden on your scientists’
time.

Insights, via mini
reflections and quizzes.
See how many people view
your courses, how much
time they spend on each
card and whether they
take a linked action.

LIFEOLOGY PROVIDES

A gamified, visual
platform that enables your
scientists to share clinical
trial information and
concepts with lay audiences
in the form of Lifeology
courses, which you can
brand.

Storytelling, translation
and transformative
visuals - sourced from the
community.

Storytelling and
beautiful art that
motivates people to
learn more.

Action-driven cards
within courses that can
link users to more
information or resources,
call them to participate in
research, etc.

Modern-era science communication that is human-centered, participatory, broadly
accessible and shareable across any media platform.

Flexibility. Bring content
in any format to the
Lifeology platform.


